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  1. Neurology is a branch of medicine dealing with disorders of the _______

Nervous system

Circulatory system

Digestive system

2. Where was Sir Charles Bell from?

Ireland

Wales

Scotland

3. What is the life expectancy for a patient with Alzheimer's disease?

3—9 years

5—11 years

1—5 years

4. Which of the following conditions is not treated by a neurologist?

Pleurisy

Parkinson's disease

Tourette's syndrom

5. What is the cause of Parkinson's disease?

Alcohol

Hepatitis C
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Unknown

6. When was the American Academy of Neurology founded?

1952

1948

1956

7. What is the name of the medical procedure when a needle is inserted into the spinal canal, most commonly
to collect cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for diagnostic testing?

MRI scan

CT scan

Lumbar puncture

8. How many people on the planet have epilepsy?

About 19 million

About 45 million

About 39 million

9. Who is known as the father of modern neurology?

Jean-Martin Charcot

Edward Flatau

Joseph B. Martin

10. What is the most common type of dementia?

Lewy body dementia

Vascular dementia

Alzheimer's disease
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Right answers

  1. Neurology is a branch of medicine dealing with disorders of the _______
  Nervous system
  2. Where was Sir Charles Bell from?
  Scotland
  3. What is the life expectancy for a patient with Alzheimer's disease?
  3—9 years
  4. Which of the following conditions is not treated by a neurologist?
  Pleurisy
  5. What is the cause of Parkinson's disease?
  Unknown
  6. When was the American Academy of Neurology founded?
  1948
  7. What is the name of the medical procedure when a needle is inserted into the spinal canal, most
commonly to collect cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for diagnostic testing?
  Lumbar puncture
  8. How many people on the planet have epilepsy?
  About 39 million
  9. Who is known as the father of modern neurology?
  Jean-Martin Charcot
  10. What is the most common type of dementia?
  Alzheimer's disease
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